recordings from ionic channels in the postsynaptic membrane due to receptor binding in both neuromuscular junc-
I. INTRODUCTION
cules (noninteracting point particles) are initially at one point on the inner face of the ''ceiling'' of the simulation Signalling between cells in a living organism is vital for box (Fig. 1 ). They diffuse (with a diffusion coefficient D) the growth, differentiation, and functioning of an ensemble between the ceiling and the ''floor,'' on which a static array of cells as a single organism. An important mechanism for of binding sites is located. The particles bind reversibly to conveying information between cells involves the diffusion the sites subject to the restriction that any given site may of small ligands and their binding to cell-membrane-bound bind only one particle. We wish to find the probability that receptors [1] . Known examples of such ligands are hor-a given site is in the bound state by time t after particle remones and neurotransmitters.
lease. The theoretical study of this problem yielded a simple It is evident that the question posed has no simple anaanalytical approximation for the steady-state, irreversible lytic solution, and one needs recourse to simulation techbinding rate coefficient to receptors distributed on the sur-niques. In the present work we will describe an efficient face of a (spherical, planar) membrane [1] [2] [3] . This is an numerical algorithm providing an accurate approximation interesting solution to a problem which, unfortunately, falls to the many-body diffusion equation with the mixed short of describing even the simplest case of receptor ac-boundary conditions which depict reversible binding to tion. First, the ligands diffuse in the liquid phase in between sites on the ''floor'' of the simulation box. We shall concenmembranes of adjacent cells and not in an infinite volume. trate on the (nontrivial) numerical aspects of the problem Such geometric restrictions could have important conse-by extending our earlier one-dimensional many-body quences for biological reactions. Second, a detailed time Brownian dynamics (BD) algorithm for reversible binding evolution is required, not only steady-state properties. Fi- [10] [11] [12] [13] . To date, such a problem has been addressed either nally, the binding must be reversible if the transduced by chemical-kinetic rate equations [14, 15] , by solving bulk signal is ever to terminate. The study of reversible diffusion (mean-field) diffusion equations [16, 17] , or by Monteinfluenced reactions [4, 5] is more complicated than that Carlo simulations [18] [19] [20] , apparently less accurate than of irreversible reactions due to the convoluted nature of the BD algorithm described below. the dissociation-recombination events and to correlations Two types of numerical methodologies may be considbetween particles induced by the ability of a site to bind ered, corresponding to the duality between Fick's and just a single particle at a time.
Langevin's equations [21] . The first is a direct propagation The basic model of receptor action we suggest to study (DP) of the partial differential equations governing the is a simplified representation of neurotransmitter release time-evolution of the particle spatial distribution [22] . Uninto the synaptic cleft [6] and its reversible binding to less the particles are independent, this joint probability density is a function of 3N coordinates [11, 23] , which a receptor-array on the postsynaptic membrane (Fig. 1) . Electrophysiological methods have produced quantitative makes its time-propagation prohibitive except for a very small number of particles (perhaps just one). Since the ple, an elementary particle hop along its diffusive trajectory may take 1 nanosecond, while one is monitoring processes probability density is represented on a grid, the method is also limited to rather simple geometries which do not re-occurring, as in the neurotransmitter case, in the millisecond to second range. A trajectory of over 10 10 steps, while quire too many grid points.
We present a three-dimensional DP routine as a check quite common in nature, can be computationally expensive. In addition, the computation quality may deteriorate on the simulation procedure described below. It is applied to a single receptor with mixed (reversible-reflective) by the accumulation of small errors over that many steps.
Finally, part of the computational effort might be in vain. boundary conditions on the ''floor'' of the diffusion box. Such boundary conditions are notoriously difficult to han-For example, one knows that the solution for free diffusion is a gaussian which widens ad infinitum [21] . Any computadle analytically [24, 25] but are nevertheless important for problems other than receptor binding, such as chemical tional effort that goes into the calculation of the free diffusion part of the solution teaches us nothing new. reactions at microelectrodes [25, 26] . Time propagation is achieved, as before, using Chebyshev polynomials [22] .
Brownian dynamics (BD) is a method that circumvents these problems and allows using large time-steps [28, 29] . This allows reaching long times with high accuracy.
When many particles and complex geometries are in-The philosophy behind BD is to apply random numbers from a locally valid analytical solution. Thus a free diffuvolved, there is no alternative to simulation techniques. In these methods, each particle is moved every time-step to sion trajectory is generated by gaussian rather than uniform random numbers [30] . In this simple case the time-step may generate a ''stochastic trajectory'' [21] . Averaging over many trajectories generates the probability density func-be arbitrarily large without loss in accuracy. The situation is more complicated if one needs to take into account longtion as obtained (when feasible) by a single DP run, but with statistical noise, the penalty paid for saving huge range interactions or complicated (e.g., reactive) boundary conditions. amounts of computer memory required for representing 3N-dimensional functions on discrete grids. This penalty For describing the kinetics near a binding site, one might take a random step from the solution of the semi-infinite is worth paying, since it makes the solution feasible.
There are two types of stochastic simulation algorithms. one-dimensional binding problem, followed by a gaussian step in each parallel direction. The approximation is then in The simple-minded Monte-Carlo algorithm implements a lattice random-walk. For free diffusion, each particle is the assumption that the parallel and perpendicular motions are independent. This evidently restricts the time-step near moved with equal probabilities in the six canonical directions. At a reversible site, the particle may enter or exit the site, but it is nevertheless larger than the elementary Monte-Carlo step. An excellent discussion of these princiwith probabilities related to the binding and unbinding rate coefficients [18, 27] . A drawback is that such a procedure ples is given by Lamm and Schulten [29] . Their application allowed Northrup, McCammon, and collaborators [31-33] requires sticking with the small elementary time-step throughout the simulation. Biological processes occur on to simulate several problems of biological interest, including the cell-bound receptor problem discussed above [33] . timescales varying from femtoseconds to days. For exam-Their BD simulation of steady-state rate coefficients has II. THE BROWNIAN RECEPTOR-ARRAY ALGORITHM been generalized to time-dependent rate-coefficients [34] .
A. Problem Definition The above work concentrated on irreversible reactions, with two consequences. First, in the absence of any restricWe have developed a computer program for simulating tion on the number of bound particles, there are no correla-many-particle reversible binding to the receptor array tions between particles and it suffices to solve for single-shown in Fig. 1 . The system consists of two parallel planes particle diffusion [31] [32] [33] [34] . Despite the introduction of Ref. representing inert and impermeable membranes. Their [29] , DP is the method of choice for single-particle diffusion separation (in the z direction) is L z . The space between even in three dimensions, as we demonstrate below. Thus the membranes is filled with liquid in which noninteracting, for the irreversible problems BD was actually inessential. point particles diffuse (diffusion coefficient D). The ''floor'' In contrast, reversible binding to saturable sites is a coupled (bottom plane) contains a rectangular ''receptor array'' of many-body problem even if the particles are otherwise dimensions L x and L y (Fig. 2) . The origin of the coordinate non-interacting. In such cases BD becomes an indispens-system is in the center of this rectangle. The array consists able tool.
of M rectangles of dimensions lЈ x by lЈ y , where lЈ x Յ lЈ y . Thus The approximation behind our reversible many-body L x L y ϭ MlЈ x lЈ y . Each rectangle contains a central, square BD application [10-13] involves a separation of time scales binding site (length l Յ min(lЈ x , lЈ y ) , area a ϭ l 2 ) with unreacbetween the fast Brownian motion and the slower onset tive margins around it. Regions not covered by binding of particle-particle correlations, induced by the reversible sites (the margins, top plane, etc.) are reflective towards binding sites. Thus a particle is randomly chosen and the moving particles. Particles hitting such regions bounce moved for a finite time interval, ⌬t, assuming that during back into the simulation box. this time the remaining N Ϫ 1 particles are immobile. This A site may bind at most one particle at a time. When a procedure is repeated N times and the clock advanced one particle touches its surface, binding may occur with a rate ⌬t unit. After a few ⌬t units such a simulation converges coefficient a r ( r is the reactive flux perpendicular to the to the result obtained with a smaller ⌬t [11] .
area a), provided that it is unoccupied. If a particle is The second difference between reversible and irrevers-bound, the surface of the trap becomes inert (which is ible binding is that the latter allows the usage of the ''rejec-equivalent to setting r ϭ 0). In the present version, partition method'' for obtaining random numbers from a given cles have no volume and do not interact, except for the distribution (Ref. [30, Section 3] ), namely, from the solu-case of an occupied trap, when a bound particle prevents tion of the diffusion equation near a binding site. The other particles from binding. The bound particle may in rejection method employs a ''comparison function'' which turn dissociate to the surface with a rate coefficient d . is everywhere above the given distribution. A first uniform We assume that after particle dissociation it has equal random number generates a random number from the probability of being located at any point on the site's comparison function while a second one accepts or rejects surface. this choice based on the ratio of the two functions. For Each binding site may represent a distinct (single-site) irreversible binding, the reflective solution (zero recombi-receptor or else the sites are paired-off and each pair is nation), which is everywhere above the reactive solution, a receptor (double-site receptors). While it is simpler to is a viable comparison function [29, [31] [32] [33] . In contrast, analyze single-site receptors theoretically, the double-site the reversible solution may be either smaller or larger than receptors approximate more closely the experimental situthe reflective solution since a trap can release a particle ation for many synaptic receptors [6] . after long times. Here the reflective solution is not a valid
The receptor array may be enclosed within four refleccomparison function and the rejection method cannot be tive walls (bold lines, Fig. 2 , ϩW case). These prevent adopted. One recourses to the straightforward method of particles from escaping from the ''active zone'' above inverting indefinite integrals. the array. In the case without the walls (ϪW) particles The present publication reports a first application of BD still cannot pass the top and bottom planes, so they for many-particle reversible reactions in three dimensions spread between two infinite impermeable planes. This for the receptor-array of Fig. 1 . It also describes a finite-can be simulated as easily as the ϩW case, since Brownian differencing implementation for mixed boundary condi-dynamics is an off-grid method which keeps in memory tions in constructing the spatial operator for a single-parti-only particle coordinates. The extent of the physical space cle DP calculation (Section IV). The two computations are is immaterial. compared. This is one in a series of tests reported in Section Initially, the N particles are released from some point V, demonstrating the accuracy and reliability of our algo-within the simulation box. For t Ͼ 0 the particles move randomly (diffuse) in the three-dimensional space between rithm. Additional checks include one-dimensional BD [13] and analytic asymptotic behavior.
the two planes. When a particle hits a plane it is reflected back into the diffusion space unless it hits the surface area of an unoccupied binding site, as described above. Thus at any time instant, particle i is either free within the diffusion space or bound to site j. The coordinates (x i (t), y i (t), z i (t)), i ϭ 1 и и и N, provide a complete description of the manybody dynamics. The crux of the algorithm involves generation of these coordinates for such a stochastic trajectory using rules for particle motion corresponding as closely as possible to the solution of the diffusion equation for the given geometry and boundary conditions.
B. The Way Particles Move
For every single elementary step we choose randomly a particle to move. This particle, initially at (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), is moved along the three Cartesian coordinates, x, y, and z. The endpoint of its move is determined by three random numbers using an algorithm which depends on the timestep and geometry as described below. Subsequently another particle is picked randomly and moved by the same algorithm. After N elementary moves (i.e., after each particle moves on the average once) the clock is advanced by one time-step unit.
The procedure for moving a particle determines the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm. Efficiency means being able to take large time-steps while accuracy requires 
sion (in the presence of reflecting walls) for independent particles. The strategy of the present algorithm involves a choice of both time-steps and random numbers. We use large 1. Large time-step free diffusion. For particles furthest time-steps (⌬T) far from the array and smaller steps (⌬t) away from the traps closer by. Far from the array the dynamics approaches free-diffusion. There we use three independent gaussian z 0 Ͼ d diff ϵ a diff ͙2D ⌬T, random numbers namely, random numbers out of a gaussian distribution with a width corresponding to the or appropriate time-step. Closer to the array the possibility of binding need be taken into account. We assume that ͉x 0 ͉ Ͼ L x /2 ϩ d diff binding/unbinding occurs only perpendicular to the site's surface, i.e., for a move in the z-direction. Thus, while in or the x and y directions gaussian random numbers are ap-
plied, the z-motion is instigated by a random number out of the analytic solution in the presence of a reversible trap [10, 35, 36] .
the large time-step, ⌬T, is implemented. The last two lines in Eq. (1) are only relevant in the ϪW case, for particles Whatever the time-step, a relocated particle may find itself across an impermeable plane. Such planes include outside the dashed rectangle in Fig. 2 . We find that a diff ϭ 7 is sufficiently large to guarantee accuracy (Section the upper membrane (''ceiling''), the lower membrane (''floor'') outside the receptor array (in the ϪW case), the V below).
The free diffusion mechanism is applied by selecting reflective walls (in the ϩW case), the unreactive margins of the binding sites and any occupied site. In all such cases three random numbers from a gaussian distribution of width ͙4D ⌬T. For free diffusion in a given coordinate, the particle is reflected back from the impermeable plane.
Following a choice for the large time-step, ⌬T, we distin-e.g., z, the probability density p(z, t ͉ z 0 ) for a particle initially at z 0 to move to point z by time t is guish between the following four cases:
Here int(z) is the integer part of z and we find (Section
V) as an optimal value a rev ϭ a diff ϭ 7. The free diffusion mechanism is applied n times using where we have defined the short time-step value ⌬t, meaning that three random, ͙4D ⌬ t wide gaussian numbers are generated for each ϵ z/͙4Dt.
(3) of the n moves. To find z we set t ϵ ⌬t in Eq. (5), and similarly for the x and y directions. If, however, Since the area under a probability density function is uniduring the small step k Ͻ n the particle crosses the formly distributed in [0, 1], given a uniformly distributed outer boundary at d diff , it executes the remaining timerandom number, 0 Յ Յ 1, the endpoint of the trajectory, step, (n Ϫ k) ⌬t, in one move. If it crosses the inner z , is calculated by setting t ϵ ⌬T in boundary at z rev the remaining steps are executed using the algorithm below.
Receptor affected move. This option applies to unbound particles located such that z 0 Ͻ z rev and (x 0 , y 0 , 0) Therefore, one has is on the surface of a vacant trap. The x and y motions are executed using gaussian random numbers with the small
time-step ⌬t. The z motion is calculated using the following procedure with t ϵ ⌬t.
dzЈ is the error Denote by P(t ͉ z 0 ) the probability that a single particle, function, and gauss is a gaussian random number. Given initially a distance z 0 from a reversible trap, will be bound a uniform deviate, , there are more efficient ways for by time t. In one-dimension and in the absence of particlecalculating a gaussian deviate than inverting an error functrap interactions [35] tion [30] , which we apply. The same procedure is used to move the particle along x and y. 
Short time-step free diffusion. The second option ap-
where all three inequalities hold and
Erfc is the complementary error function which becomes
The endpoint of a z-move is found by comparing a uniformly distributed random number, 0 Ͻ Ͻ 1, with Roughly speaking, when z Ͻ d diff a particle senses the P(t ͉ z 0 ): if Ͻ P(t ͉ z 0 ) the particle ends up in the trap, geometry of the receptor array, whereas if z Ͻ z rev and whereas if Ͼ P(t ͉ z 0 ) it remains unbound. In the first the trap is directly underneath the particle, it also senses case, additional moves along x and y are not executed. In the binding reaction. the latter case, the final distance from the trap surface, z , Particles at distances larger than z rev are far enough not is found from to feel the effect of binding to the traps, yet we do not want them to ''fly'' above several traps or to jump from a distance directly onto the trap surface within one free-
diffusion time-step. Therefore, the time-step is limited to ⌬t which is determined from where p(z, t ͉ z 0 ) is the probability density for a particle min(lЈ x , lЈ y ) ϵ a rev ͙2D ⌬tЈ, initially at z 0 to be at point z after time t ϵ ⌬t, given a reversible trap at z ϭ 0. For single-particle, one-dimenn ϭ max(int(⌬T/⌬tЈ), 1), (8) sional diffusion with a reversible trap at the origin, this function is known analytically [35] , ⌬t ϵ ⌬T/n.
The x and y coordinates of the released particle are determined with the aid of four random numbers. Two
uniform random numbers are used to place the particle at a randomly chosen point on the trap surface. This assumes
(12) that all points on the surface have equal binding properties. Two gaussian random numbers are then used to move the [( r Ϫ ⌬) ( ϩ 0 ϩ Ȑ Ϫ ) particle from the release point in the x and y directions.
. The Simplified Flow-Chart of the Main Loop
Consequently, given a uniform random number, , the final A flow-chart implementing the above criteria for particle value, z ϵ ͙4Dt , is motion is shown in Fig. 3 . This is the main loop of the receptor-array algorithm, involving the motion of a single
particle. (A)-(U) correspond to the notations in the figure:
(A) We choose a particle randomly; then (B) we check
how far it is from the nearest trap, Eq. (1).
(C) If it is sufficiently far for employing the long time-
step free-diffusion mechanism, Eq. (1), we choose three random gaussian numbers, gauss , and a time-step ⌬T, to where we have defined move the particle along x, y, and z. Here, the elementary step is over and we return to stage A.
(D) If check B fails, we set the short time-step value, ⌬t, and initialize the counter (k ϭ 1, ..., n) of ⌬t, Eq. (8). First we apply the z-move, calculating the integral with (E) We check whether the particle is sufficiently far the help of the lookup procedure described below. Subsefor using the free-diffusion mechanism, Eq. (6). If so, then quently, two random gaussian x and y moves are applied after stepping the counter (F), we apply the three gaussian with the short time step t ϵ ⌬t. If the particle ends up out random numbers, gauss , to move the particle through a of the cube composed by the trap square as a base, the time-step ⌬t (G). free-diffusion mechanism is applied for the next step.
If by doing so we complete the necessary number of 4. Initially bound particle. When a particle is initially short time-steps (H), we go to the beginning of the loop. bound to a reversible trap in one dimension, the probability that it remains bound after time t ϵ ⌬t is given by [36] If there are still some short time-steps to execute, we first check (I) if after the previous move the particle left
(15) the d diff region and if so (J), it completes the remaining part of the time-step in one move. Note that the initially bound state is denoted by an asterisk.
If E failed and the particle is closer to the traps than Given a uniformly distributed random number , the parti-z rev , then after stepping the counter (K) we check if the cle remains bound at the end of the time-step ⌬t if Ͻ chosen particle is trapped (L). P(⌬t ͉ ‫)ء‬ and is released otherwise. If it remains bound, If so (M), we use a uniform random number, , and Eq. we proceed to the next time-step without executing the x (15) to decide whether it remains trapped (N). and y moves.
If the particle is released, the z-endpoint of the elemenIf it does, then after stepping the counter (O) and checktary move is found from Eq. (11) with z 0 ϭ ‫.ء‬ Since the ing the remaining moves to be completed (P), we pick up probability density for an initially bound particle is [36] the corresponding chain.
If the check was negative and the particle leaves the trap (Q), then its endpoint along z is calculated with Eq. (17) , while along x and y gaussian random numbers are applied to a random point within the trap surface. the final value, z ϵ ͙4Dt , is given by If the particle was not initially trapped, stage (L), we check if it is above any trap (R) and if not, we apply the
chain starting from (G) as described.
If the particle is above a vacant trap, we utilize Eqs. (9) and (13) to calculate its endpoint (S). with ⌽ Ϯ defined in Eq. (14) and t ϵ ⌬t. scale=nbin/zrev D. The Lookup Procedure l1=0 Lookup tables are used whenever the chosen particle is l2=nbin*2 either bound or located within the interval 0 Յ z 0 Յ z rev . The lookup algorithm below determines the elementary irc=scale*z0 trajectory endpoint for a particle using a uniform random 1 ircn=(l2+l1)/2 number . Slightly different lookup procedures are applied to Eqs. (9), (13) , and (17), as described below: ircnp=irc+ircn 1. Eq. (9): trapping an unbound particle initially at z 0 .
ircnm=irc-ircn The interval [0, z rev ] is divided into n bin integration bins. Usually, a few thousand bins produce sufficient accuracy.
IF(g(ircnp)-g(irc)+f(ircnm) In actual calculations we use n bin ϭ 20000. P(t ͉ z) is evaluϩf(ircnp).gt.xi) THEN ated at z ϭ iz rev /n bin , where i ϭ 1, 2, ..., n bin , and saved as a vector P(i). Given an initial location z 0 Ͻ z rev , we define l2=ircn j ϭ n bin z 0 /z rev and check whether Ͻ P( j ), in which case ELSE the particle gets trapped. Otherwise, it remains free and we need to find its endpoint. l1=ircn (18) 2. Eq. (13): moving an unbound particle from z 0 to z. ENDIF Since 0 Յ z Յ 2z rev , erf(z) is tabulated in the interval [Ϫz rev , 3z rev ], using 4n bin points and
bound plus free particles. For double-site receptors, assuming independent sites, X=X+gauss()*short_time_step the total activation probability, ͗P (2) (t)͘, is calculated from Y=Y+gauss()*short_time_step
ELSE goto 1
Only pairs in which both sites are bound contribute to ͗P (2) ͘. The program can report any of the four types of ENDIF binding probabilities as output. 3. Eq. (17): freeing a bound particle. First we compare with P(t ‫,)ء͉‬ Eq. (15), to determine if the particle remains
III. MONTE-CARLO VS BROWNIAN DYNAMICS
bound. This is analogous to the binding of a free particle, Broadly speaking, Monte-Carlo (MC) and Brownian dyitem 1 above. If not, the particle is freed to a point z using namics (BD) methods differ in the rules for moving a Eq. (17) . The last equation is evaluated using ''inverted'' particle: in the first method [27] one uses the infinitesimal tables; i.e., we keep the function value as the table index, transition probability (usually on a grid) while in BD one whereas z is kept as its value. This speeds up the lookup applies an exact local solution (never on a grid). Existing procedure considerably since, instead of scanning the table, algorithms for simulating reversible binding to receptor one just picks up the corresponding element. The x and arrays [18, 20] represent a hybrid approach: the exact y coordinates are then determined by adding a gaussian gaussian propagator has been applied in free space, but random number to a random point on the trap surface.
for the reversible binding process a MC procedure was implemented.
Z=inverted_table(xi)
To compare the two methods, let us consider the dissociX=trap_x+(.5-rndm())*trap_side ation step with the fundamental dissociation rate parameter d . When the time-step ⌬t Ǟ 0, the dissociation probaY=trap_y+(.5-rndm())*trap_side (19) bility 1 Ϫ P(⌬t ͉ ‫)ء‬ Ǟ d ⌬t. For a particle correctly X=X+short_time_step*gauss() dissociated based on the comparison with a uniform random number, 0 Յ Յ 1, ⌬t has to be really ''infinitesimal.'' Y=Y+short_time_step*gauss() To circumvent this requirement, the MC algorithms [18, 20] compared with E. Output During a stochastic trajectory, the program retains infor-
mation on the spatial location of each particle, x i (t), y i (t), and z i (t), i ϭ1, ..., N, which is either within the simulation This is a solution for r ϭ 0, which reduces to 1 Ϫ d ⌬t box or bound to site j. This allows calculating the binding in the limit that ⌬t Ǟ 0. Unfortunately, it is not much of state of each site, an improvement because the limit r ϭ 0 is never realized in the present problem. The exact solution for dissociation in one dimension on 
Ѩz

ͪ p(x, y, z; t).
The problem compounds when one considers how far from a trap a dissociating particle moves in the z direction. The exact one-dimensional solution, Eq. (16), implies that The walls and ceiling are impermeable to particles; hence the endpoint is chosen from a range of distances with the they are reflective. Thus the derivative of p(x, y, z; t) probability dictated by Eq. (17) . This takes into account perpendicular to these planes vanishes. The floor is reflecthe distribution of dissociation times within ⌬t and the tive outside the site area (centered at (0, 0, 0)) and may possibility of several binding cycles. The MC simulations bind a particle reversibly within the site perimeters, where assumed that the particle is moved a fixed distance propor-the ''back-reaction'' boundary conditions [35] are imposed, tional to ͙D ⌬t, which does not even seem to be the correct average of Eq. (16). Only when ⌬t Ǟ 0 does this distance vanish and the two approaches coincide.
The MC recipes did not specify to where, in the xy plane, the particle is moved. It is incorrect to move it to a fixed point above the trap center. Rather, it should be moved
otherwise.
(26) with equal probability to an arbitrary point on the trap surface followed by gaussian moves in the x and y directions. We have found that omission of even this single This is the mixed boundary condition which complicates detail results in wrong long-time behavior (Section V.F). the algorithm. The particle is released uniformly over the area a ϭ l 2 of the binding site. Finally, the binding probability,
IV. DIRECT PROPAGATION WITH MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
''Direct propagation'' (DP) is the solution of the partial differential equation for the probability density, p, in space and time. For one particle there are three spatial coordi-obeys the ''rate equation'' nates, whereas the joint probability density for N-particles depends on 3N spatial coordinates. Unlike Brownian dynamics (BD) which is an off-grid method, here a 3N-dimendP(t) dt
p(x, y, 0; t) dx dy Ϫ d P(t), (28) sional grid is required to hold the values of p at any given time. Therefore we apply DP in the single particle case as a check of the BD algorithm. While DP, especially with which is obtained by integrating Eqs. (25) and (26) over the the Chebyshev propagator [22] , can be extremely accurate, volume of the box. This P(t) is equivalent to the ensembleit is limited by the grid size to rather simple geometries averaged ͗P(t)͘ generated by the corresponding BD simuand just a few particles. For a single particle, it is definitely lation. the method of choice.
Due to the local nature of the boundary conditions, Here we apply DP as a means of checking the BD algo-the operator in space is evaluated by finite differencing, rithm. However, the DP algorithm may itself be nontrivial, whereas temporal propagation is carried out with the due to the ''mixed'' boundary conditions on the ''floor'' Chebyshev propagator [22] , which allows large time-steps of the simulation box. These involve reversible boundary with high accuracy. A fixed grid is used in the three direcconditions on the surface of the site and reflective else-tions, ⌬x ϭ ⌬y ϭ ⌬z. Discretizing, x ϭ i ⌬z, y ϭ j ⌬z, and where. With care, such boundary conditions may be imple-z ϭ k ⌬z with Ϫn x Յ i Յ n x , Ϫn y Յ j Յ n y , and 1 Յ j Յ mented using a minimal number of grid points. The algo-n z . Inside the diffusional domain, rithm for doing so is described below and implemented for a single trap occupying the center of the floor's area.
In this case of no long-range interactions a simple three-
whereas on its boundaries the equation is modified to take the boundary conditions into account. First we set reflective boundaries on all sides of the diffusion box and then modify them on the trap surface to account for backreaction.
B. Reflective Boundaries
Every grid point in the interior of the diffusion box has six neighbors, leading to Eq. (29) . Points on its sides have only five neighbors. For example, points on the ceiling do not have a k ϩ 1 neighbor, so that a term p(i, j , k ϩ 1; t) Ϫ p(i, j , k; t) drops from the equation, resulting in the appropriate boundary condition there. Points along the intersection of two boundary planes have only four neighbors, whereas points in the corners of the box have three neighbors each. The boundaries of a box thus include 6 planes, 12 lines, and 8 corners. If each of these is treated   FIG. 4 . The first layer of the three-dimensional grid on the diffusion separately, the subroutine for calculating the spatial opera-box ''floor'' with a square binding site (black). Here n x ϭ n y ϭ 6 and tor requires over 100 lines of programming. Dbar=D/dz/dz The ''floor'' of the diffusion box is a L x by L y rectangle that contains a l ϫ l square trap in its center (Fig. 4) . On do 1 i=-nx,nx this plane one has mixed boundary conditions: when either do 1 j=-ny,ny ͉x͉ Ͼ l/2 or ͉ y͉ Ͼ l/2 the floor is reflective, whereas when both ͉x͉ and ͉ y͉ are smaller than l/2 a reversible boundary do 1 k=1,nz condition, Eq. (26), is imposed. Suppose that L x /2, L y /2, if(k.lt.nz) dp(i,j,k)=dp(i,j,k) and l/2 are divisible by ⌬z. Thus l/2 ϭ n l ⌬z, so that the trap is represented by the (2n l ϩ 1) 2 grid points for which +Dbar*(p(i,j,k+1)-p(i,j,k))
Ϫn l Յ i Յ n l and Ϫn l Յ j Յ n l and k ϭ 1. if(k.gt.1) dp(i,j,k)=dp(i,j,k) Out of these points, those with i ϭ n l or j ϭ n l are on the boundary of the trap. Thus there are (
points, 4(2n l Ϫ 1) rim points and four corner points, if(j.lt.ny) dp(i,j,k)=dp(i,j,k) (30) (2n l ϩ 1) 2 in total, as seen in Fig. 4 . Points in the interior represent an area ⌬z 2 each. A rim point, which is divided
equally between the trap and the reflective surrounding, if(j.gt.-ny) dp(i,j,k)=dp(i,j,k)
represents a reactive area of ⌬z 2 /2, whereas a corner point accounts for an area ⌬z 2 /4. Since the binding probability +Dbar* (p(i,j-1,k)-p(i,j,k) ) per unit time is proportional to the surface area involved, if(i.lt.nx) dp(i,j,k)=dp(i,j,k)
an accurate representation of the binding reaction requires dividing r by the corresponding factor, 2 and 4 for rim +Dbar* (p(i+1,j,k)-p(i,j,k) ) and corner points, respectively. if(i.gt.-nx) dp(i,j,k)=dp(i,j,k) When unbinding, a particle is assumed to end with equal probability at an arbitrary point on the trap surface. Dis+Dbar*(p (i-1,j,k)-p(i,j,k) ) cretizing, the dissociation rate coefficient for interior grid 1 continue points on the trap surface is
2 is the trap area. Subsequently, the dissociation rate coefficient into rim points is k d /2 and It is easy to verify that this single loop contains all the different cases discussed above.
into corner points k d /4. Since there are (2n l Ϫ 1) 2 interior points, 4(2n l Ϫ 1) rim points, and 4 corner points, the total of by the initial distribution which is multiplied by the corresponding factors so that it normalizes to unity in the dissociation rate coefficient is conserved -box. For a reversible reaction, the dissociated population den-
sity is released in proportion to the surface area associated with a given grid point. Thus d should be scaled by the In FORTRAN, the calculation of the operator with the multiplicity factors. The do loop in Eq. (32) is therefore mixed boundary conditions continues from Eq. (30) with replaced by the following loop kr=kappar/dz do 1 i=0,nl kd=kappad/(2*nl)**2 do 1 j=0,nl dPP=0.d0 kr4=kr do 1 i=-nl,nl kd4=kd do 1 j=-nl,nl if(i.eq.0.or.i.eq.nl) kd4=kd4/2 (33) ddp=kd*PP-kr*p(i,j,1) (32) if(j.eq.0.or.j.eq.nl) kd4=kd4/2 if(i.eq.-nl.or.i.eq.nl) ddp=ddp/2 if(i.eq.nl) kr4=kr4/2 if(j.eq.-nl.or.j.eq.nl) ddp=ddp/2 if(j.eq.nl) kr4=kr4/2 dPP=dPP-ddp ddp=kd4*PP-kr4*p(i,j,1) dp(i,j,1)=dp(i,j,1)+ddp dPP=dPP-ddp 1 continue dp(i,j,1)=dp(i,j,1)+ddp 1 continue The variable PP is the binding probability, P(t), and dPP the outcome of the operation on PP (its time derivative).
D. Symmetry Reduction
The geometry of the problem under investigation has a
V. TESTS AND RESULTS
fourfold symmetry, namely, both xz and yz planes are mirror planes. If the initial distribution possesses the same Testing a new program is important since even small errors in the algorithm may lead to unexpected artifacts. symmetry, for example, when it is a point delta-function at the center of the ceiling, the numerical effort may be Simple problems usually have several limits which can be worked out analytically. Spherically symmetric diffusion reduced by a factor of 4. The symmetry-reduced problem involves just of the box say for 0 Յ x Յ L x /2 and 0 Յ is such an example [37] . The testing task becomes more difficult for more complex problems, when analytical soluy Յ L y /2, imposing reflecting boundary conditions at (0, y, z) and (x, 0, z).
tions are either not available or describe limits which are too trivial to be meaningful. Our approach for checking the The first step of setting the surfaces of the quadrant reflecting is easily achieved by replacing -nx and -ny by 0 algorithm involves three stages. First we perform internal convergence test(s) to select the range of internal paramein Eq. (30) . The second step, of setting reversible boundary conditions on a quarter of the trap surface, 0 Յ x Յ l/2 ters (e.g., the time-step) for which convergence is obtained.
Next, we compare the output from the new program with and 0 Յ y Յ l/2, should be done with care, since the bound state distributes population to all four quadrants.
previously developed algorithms, in this case other DP and BD programs that tackle a simplified yet nontrivial part Imagine the floor folded into four along the x and y axes. Then every grid point not on a fold gains a multiplicity of the problem. Finally, we consider the physical behavior of the BD solution at long times to see whether the correct of 4; i.e., it represents four coalescing grid points. Every grid point on a fold has a multiplicity of 2 and a point at equilibrium limit is approached and whether this occurs with a reasonable limiting behavior. In all the calculations the origin (on both folds) has a multiplicity of 1. In the recombination direction this multiplicity is of no concern. described below, dimensionless time and distance units are used in which D ϭ 1 and r ϭ 1. The initial condition is a The recombination rate parameter from every grid point on the trap surface is r /⌬z. The multiplicity is taken care delta function, with all particles at the center of the ceiling.
⌬t, so that ⌬T is only used for particles displaced sideways from the d diff perimeter of the array (see Fig. 2 ). We also find that for the present algorithm, increasing ⌬T by a factor of 100 makes the computation only 1.5 times faster. This is because many of the particles are close to the receptor-array during most of the simulation time. When d increases, more particles escape and computer time savings are more substantial. For d ϭ 10 we find under the same conditions that increasing ⌬T by a factor of 100 results in a 2.5 times faster computation.
B. Comparison with One-Dimensional Dynamics
The accuracy of treating the many-body aspects of the problem can be evaluated from a comparison with previous one-dimensional BD results. When the site covers the xy plane, the problem becomes one-dimensional (in z) and case d diff ϭ z rev so that ⌬t ϭ ⌬T. Calculated is the ϩW single-site, singlethus solvable with the previous one-dimensional version particle binding probability for a 5 ϫ 5 site on a 10 ϫ 10 floor, where of the program [13] . Since here the initial distribution is a
, L z ϭ 20, and d ϭ 0.01. The particle is initially at point (rather than a planar) delta-function, we need to (0, 0, 20) . In all of our calculations r ϭ 1 and D ϭ 1.
in order for its solution to approach the one-dimensional case. Now the boundary conditions are simpler than in the previous test; A. Convergence Tests they are homogeneous, not ''mixed.'' However, manyparticle aspects come into play since we can now have The most important convergence test concerns the N Ͼ 1. choice of the time-step. When the boundary condition on Figure 7 compares three-dimensional BD in a narrow the floor is homogeneous (one binding site covering the pipe (symbols) with our previous one-dimensional BD simwhole floor) and the initial distribution uniform in the xy ulations [13] (lines). The good agreement demonstrated plane the problem reduces to one dimension (z). If, in for two rather different values of d leads us to believe addition, the ceiling is infinitely far away the algorithm becomes exact because it samples from the analytic semiinfinite reversible solution. In this limit the time-step may be arbitrarily large. When the ceiling is a finite distance from the floor the time-step is restricted by the requirement that a particle does not cross this distance in a single hop [13] . When the boundary condition on the floor is inhomogeneous, the time step is further limited to avoid taking big jumps across inhomogeneous boundaries parallel to the floor.
(i) Optimizing a rev . In the present algorithm the small time-step, ⌬t, is related to the inhomogeneity repeat length (l Ј x or l Ј y ) by the parameter a rev in Eq. (8) . Thus convergence depends on the choice of a rev . This is tested in Fig. 5 for a single particle and a single site covering the floor area. For a rev Ͼ 6 the calculation is fully converged. Since this was the observation also for other trap geometries, we use a rev ϭ 7 as the default value in our calculations. When applicable, we also set a diff ϭ 7 in Eq. (1). that the many-body effect is described correctly in the new three-dimensional BD program. Our one-dimensional version has been previously validated by comparison with MC [27] and analytical one-dimensional solutions [10, 11] . tions, when each is subtracted from its corresponding P eq limit a three-digit agreement is obtained (lower panel).
C. Comparison with Direct Propagation
The exponential decay of the DP calculation, performed in double-precision accuracy, continues for many more We can estimate the accuracy of treating the ''mixed,'' decades. It is governed by the lowest eigenvalue, , of inhomogeneous boundary conditions on the cell's floor by the diffusion operator which has been calculated from the comparing DP and BD calculations for a single particle in slopes of these curves and collected in Table I . The compara box containing one site occupying of the floor area.
ison in Fig. 8 is limited to three digits by the accuracy of Because of the spatial restriction on the diffusion space, the BD simulation, which depends on the square root of ϩW, the binding probability [ P(t) for DP, ͗P(t)͘ for BD] the number of stochastic trajectories, n t . Since the N partiincreases to an equilibrium plateau. Figure 8 (upper panel) shows a difference of no more than 1-2% between the two methods. It is probably due to the finite grid size in the rim and corner points described in Section IV, the discrepNote. Data (P eq and ) from Fig. 8 .
ancy increases to about 6%.
cles are nearly independent, the statistical noise actually The ϪW case does not approach equilibrium. Here the binding probability decays to zero as shown in Fig. 6 . For a scales as ͙Nn t , where Nn t is the total number of singleparticle trajectories.
single site in an infinite d-dimensional space the asymptotic decay of the binding probability follows the t Ϫd/2 law [5, D. The Ultimate Equilibrium Limit 11, 12, 38] . It is plausible (although, again, without rigorous proof) that a similar asymptotic decay holds also in the In the ϩW case of reflecting walls surrounding the recepmany-site case. This follows because at long times particles tor array, the system approaches an ultimate equilibrium diffuse to large distances from the receptor-array. From a limit. We can use this limit as yet another check on the distance, the whole array looks like a single site. Since algorithm. For M binding sites and N particles, the law of diffusion here is in between two planes, it should appear mass-action predicts that P eq , the binding probability for two-dimensional at long times, leading to an asymptotic any one of the M sites at equilibrium, is given by 1/t decay. This is indeed observed in the simulation shown in Fig. 6 (dashed line). P eq ϭ c free K eq /(1 ϩ c free K eq ).
Here
The free particles In order to see how meaningful these checks are, an are not bound to any of the other M Ϫ 1 sites (except ''inaccurate version'' of the program has been produced. the one site under consideration). K eq ϭ a r / d is the This version contains small modifications of the accurate equilibrium recombination constant for each site. Substiversion which alter the x, y coordinates of the released tuting, one obtains the following quadratic equation for P eq particle. Specifically, a dissociated particle is moved to a single point above the trap center (rather than uniformly (M Ϫ 1)P 2 eq Ϫ (V/K eq ϩ N ϩ M Ϫ 1)P eq ϩ N ϭ 0. (35) to any point on its surface) and without adding two gaussian steps in the x and y directions. This saves four Although for the present problem there is no rigorous random numbers (cf. discussion following Eq. (17)), but proof for the law of mass-action, thus of Eq. (35), it is makes this version noticeably less accurate than the corquite plausibly exact. rect version. In the single-particle single-site case of Fig. 8 , Table I An example is shown in Fig. 6 : after some time the shows that the equilibrium limit of the BD simulations binding probability is overestimated by the inaccurate verindeed agrees with Eq. (35) . To check the situation in the sion. The reason is that keeping the dissociated particle many-particle multi-site ϩW case, we calculated ͗P(t)͘ for above the trap from which it was just released increases different values of d and N (see Fig. 9 ). The solution of its rebinding probability. In comparison, the accurate treatEq. (35), dashed lines, agrees nicely with the asymptotic ment allows for lateral motion during the elapsed time. limit of our BD simulations. The results in Fig. 9 suggest This added motion may bring the particle to a location that both Eq. (35) is exact and the BD algorithm is correct. above an occupied trap or an inert surface, decreasing its recombination probability. We have checked that the E. The Approach to Equilibrium ''inaccurate version'' produces similar errors also for the In the ϩW case the ultimate approach to equilibrium is examples in Figs. 8 and 9 . This demonstrates how seemingly exponential, exp(Ϫt). This is due to the reflective walls; innocent changes in the algorithm may lead to sizeable is the lowest eigenvalue of the diffusion operator within errors. the finite volume involved. In one dimension [13] it is possible to derive a rigorous expression and show that it reduces approximately to
VI. CONCLUSION
The present work detailed the theory and practice of 1
constructing a three-dimensional Brownian simulation algorithm for many-particle reversible binding to a receptor array. The algorithm combines geometry-sensitive timeThis resembles a familiar recipe for the effective rateconstant of serial processes, which for the present problem steps with analytical local solutions to produce an accurate representation of the diffusion equations depicting reversinvolve diffusion to the site and reaction at its surface. By a similar logic one derives the steady-state rate coefficient ible binding under the given geometrical constraints.
Checking and debugging such an algorithm is quite defor surface-bound receptors [3] . For the problem treated in Fig. 8, N ϭ 1 so that Eq. (36) is only a rough approximation manding. One must search for nontrivial limits of the problem which are either known analytically or solvable by (Table I) which cannot be used as a check on the algorithm. other algorithms. The present algorithm has been sub-on proton recombination to excited dye molecules has been remeasured with an enhanced-resolution time-correjected to an extensive series of such tests.
The algorithm has many potential applications, from the lated single-photon counting apparatus [39] . The new data show a switch-over into an asymptotic power-law behavior. action of neurotransmitters in the synaptic gap between nerve cells to modelling reversible attachment to chroma-In the more complicated case of receptor arrays, the range of expected physical behaviors is yet unexplored. We hope tography columns in analytical chemistry. The question is whether the added accuracy and flexibility is really essen-to use the Brownian dynamics routine for mapping out the possible physical behaviors. tial? Given the quality of the present experimental data, perhaps less sophisticated Monte-Carlo routines are sufficient.
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